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IMARCIA RHODES' FIRST SET OF INTERROGATORIES

defendant objects to the plaintiffs pagesof instructions and definitions to the extent
to placea burden on the defendant beyond that required by the Rules of Civil
thstanding nor waivingthis objection, the defendant responds to these
required by theRules of Civil Procedure, giving words theirordinary meaning
his action.

INTERROGAT DRY NO. 1

Identify all facts

a.

ipon which you rely for your affirmativedefenses claiming:

ANSWER

Pliintiffs injuries were caused by persons over whom Driver Logistics had no
control;

1iintiffs injuries were causedby an interveningor supersedingcause;

njie plaintiffs recovery is either barred or reduced by contributory negligence.

Objection. The
beyond the scope
said objection

defendant objects to this interrogatory to the extent that it seeks information
of Rule 26 and asks the defendant to make legal conclusions. Notwithstanding
without waiving it, the defendant responds as follows:
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and

a. Building Materials Corp. of America d/b/a GAF Materials Corp. (hereinafter
GAF") was responsible for Mr. Zalewski's daily activities, including assignment

vehicles, routes and the like.
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e defendant is informed that a brake on the subject tractor trailer was
(bperable at the time of the accident which may have been a intervening or

lu jerceding cause of the accident. In addition, the defendant is informed that at
time of the accident, roadwofk was being performed which was both illegal

and dangerous and not in compliance with various state and federal regulations.
A{i discovery is ongoing, the defendant reserves the right to supplement this

i^onse.rei

INTERROGAT 3RY NO. 2

Identify all facts
Complaint, i.e..

apon which you rely in admittingthe allegationscontained in paragraph 7 of the
at the defendant, OAF, directed Carlo Zalewski's daily driving activities.tJi;

ANSWER

Objection. The
plaintiff had filed
plaintiff has filed
defendant does np'
objection, and wi
the defendant res

responsible for
tractor-trailer, ask
aspects ofMr. Ze

defendant objects to this interrogatory in that when same was propounded, the
her original complaint. Since the propounding of said interrogatories, the
an amended complaint and a second amended complaint. As such, the

t know what paragraph 7 the plaintiffs are referring to. Notwithstandingsaid
thout waiving it and to the extent the defendant imderstands this interrogatory,
ponds that pursuant to the contract between Driver Logistics and GAP, it was

of Carlo Zalewski's daily driving activities, including assigning him to the
ligning routes that he worked, assigning the cargo that he hauled, and all other
lewski's driving for GAP.

all

INTERROGATDRY NO. 3

n who instructed, dispatched or otherwise assigned Zalewski to drive on GAP
GAP loads. Your response should encompassall time firames, includingJanuary
Carlo Zalewski drove a GAP route or otherwise delivered GAP loads.

Identify the pers<p:
routes or deliver

9,2002, in whid

ANSWER

Objection. The
properly limited
plaintiff means
entire tenure as a

extent the defer

Zalewski was ai

began driving
controlled by

defendant objects to this interrogatory to the extent that it is vague and not
inscope of time. Specifically, the defendant is unable to determine whether the

the time Mr. Zalewski first was assigned to drive for GAP or throughout his
driver for GAP. Notwithstanding said objection, withoutwaiving it, and to the
dant understands plaintiff's interrogatory, the defendant responds that Mr.

S!signed to work for GAP shortly afterbeing hiredby DriverLogistics. Oncehe
GAP, all of his daily activities, routes, assignments were dictated and

iP.

at

INTERROGATORY NO. 4

Identify all facts
Zalewski was inA
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relied upon by DLS in making the determination that the accident in which
olved on January 9,2002 was "preventable.



ANSWER

Objection. The
the defendant is

the defendant re

Logistics relied
and National Safbi

defendant objects to this request to the extent that it asks a legal conclusion that
not capable of making Notwithstanding said objection and without waiving it,
ijiponds; in making the determination that the accident was preventable, Driver

the accident reports, photographs and various Department of Transportation
:ty Counsel Standards.

on

INTERROGATORY NO. 5

Identify all DL
or were otherwi:
responsibility or

ejmployees/agents/representatives who investigated the January 9, 2002 accident
se involved in the determination of preventability, including name, title,
[unction in investigation/determination.

ANSWER

at Mike Kelley, Mark McLeash, Tom Schaefer and Greg McDaniel were
time, it was believed that Mike Kelley was a Driver Logistics employee who

\F. Tom Schaefer and Mark McLeash were both in management at the Driver
in Springfield, Massachusetts.

It is believed thi

involved. At th(:

also drove for G.

Logistics facility

INTERROGATORY NO. 6

Identify Carlo M
should identify
responsibilities.

ANSWER

elia and describe his relationship or course of dealings with DL. Your response
any appropriate time frames and DL's understanding of Mr. Melia' s job

It is Driver Logi,
GAF's national

years in that cap
with Driver Lo,
concerning Drivdi
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tics' understanding that Mr. Melia is an employee of GAP and is in charge of
transportation fleet. He has been involved with Driver Logistics for several
acity. It is Driver Logistics' imderstanding that Mr. Melia's course of dealing
jistics' includes contact with employees concerning issues that may arise
TLogistics' drivers assigned to GAP.



The undei

defendant in the

and on behalfof

foregoing answerjs
no officer or emp
that such facts as

deponent have bdei
and the deponent
states under the p

asigned deposes and says that he is an agent of the Driver Logistics,named
above-captioned action, and that he signs the answers to the interrogatories for

Driver Logisticsand is authorizedto do so; that the matters stated in the
are not all withinhis personalknowledgeand that he is informed that there is

oyee of said Driver Logistics who has personal knowledge ofall such matters;
are stated in said answers which are not wifliin the personal knowledge of the
n assembled by authorized agents, employees and counsel ofsaid defendant

is informed and believes that the facts stated in said answers are true and so
ains and penalties ofpeijury.

ihe

As to objections.

Driver Logistics
By its designee Gregory McDaniel

Lawrence F. Bo;
Michael J. Smith
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Boston, MA 022
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